Introduction
Having a quite complicated organizational structure, behavioral flexibility and lack of bureaucracy -present in all the sectors of the industry, commerce and services, groups of firms easily adapt to the constantly changing economic and social conditions. Modeling of group of companies economic systems containing hundreds of market actors (companies) who apply management strategies common to group or individually (at company level) can be a difficult task. During the last years, had been remarked two classes of individual strategies: one based on envy 'comp benefit "(companies compare their benefits with those of competitors and copy competitors with higher profit side, well known in the literature) and maximization strategies "max-benefit" (company calculates benefits obtained for increasing, decreasing, or maintaining selling prices and take a decision as to maximize its profits without regard for other companies).
Fig. 1. Mother-firm management and subsidiaries management
The necessity of passing, on a large scale, from the mother-firm management to the subsidiary management required passing from sequential programming to parallel processing, in groups, having at least the following basic motivations:
 No matter the future performance of one processor, it is impossible to have an unlimited increase of execution capacities and efficiency of the uniprocessor systems; [4] , [5] , [7] ). As compared to other problems whose solutions were found more quickly, parallel programming has not yet managed to assert itself as a general method of design, implementation and execution of algorithms, at the level of groups of firms. Solutions for problems arising from a completely new approach have proved to be difficult to find, at the level of theoretical substantiation, but especially at the level of mentalities in the developers community. The fact that the broad IT community is learning and thoroughly studying an algorithmic approach that is inherently sequential used at the level of imperative programming languages (actually also deriving from the inherent sequential nature of management) makes this compulsory transition become extremely complicated.
Research Methodology
A parallel system can be used to describe groups of firms indicating the firms central of the group, that coordinates the function of strategy and eventually influence the company has focused on companies in the group. A parallel system can be used to describe how they are affected by price fluctuations on where a company is located, competition neighbors, the purchasing power of the customers in that area, etc. Taking groups of firms as practical example, we identify two practical ways of passing from group management to subsidiary management (referring to the passage from sequential programming to parallel programming): 1). Designing algorithms conceived by parallel approach that would then be implemented at the level of some programming languages designed for such execution; 2). Elaboration of specialized software for the automatic transformation of sequential programs in efficient parallel versions. For the current stage, only the level of technological development of hardware equipment could contribute to the rapid finalization of such a transition (despite the lack of architectural standards for parallel computers). Unfortunately, the smart and especially correct management of the resources involved at the level of an algorithm proves to be quite difficult when trying a parallel approach of algorithm elaboration. This is why it remains more as a research domain, rather than a well established and universally accepted practical methodology. For these reasons, a large part of the current research, oriented towards the parallel processing in groups of firms is directed towards the development and analysis of theoretical models that would allow the substantiation of certain general constructive principles, as well as the efficient implementation of restructuring compilers (translators which restructure a sequential program for the purpose of parallel execution). The development of algorithms for groups of firms using the parallel approach will certainly remain, in time, the only programming methodology able to justify and accomplish the computer science development, in terms of software.
Manifestation of Parallel Processing Possibilities, at the Level of a Program in Groups of Firms
The main feature of imperative languages is the reflection of the von Neumann architecture at the level of language constructions. Such a paradigm is focused on the assignment instruction and provides programs whose effect can be described as a sequence of transformations of the memory cells values on which the program acts.
The complete programming methodology used in the last decades by the programmers' community emphasizes the following description of the algorithm design activity: any algorithm is nothing more than a sequence of assignment instructions that a programmer imposes to certain memory locations through control structures available through the programming language that they work with. It is worth noticing the necessity of sequencing, imposed by the intellectual activity of elaborating algorithms according to the current methodology. On the other hand, the varied nature of the real problems that computer science is expected to solve often makes algorithmic sequencing become obviously forced in relation to a natural description of a solution for that problem, a solution that most of the times contains activities that can be and should be executed simultaneously. One of the main reasons for using the computer is the repetition of a certain sequence of instructions for a large amount of data. Parallel processing becomes an essential factor, the only possible one, for obtaining the desired performance, to the extent that the data features allow it. Imperative languages are mainly oriented towards scientific calculations involving large amounts of data. The problems of programs are not much related to their length (requirements of internal and external memory are mostly already solved, from the technological point of view) but to generally large amount of time required for their execution. Thus, the identification of parallelizing possibilities at the level of a sequential program becomes of maximum importance, as a first step towards obtaining its parallel version. It is obvious (experimental studies prove it) that the most of the time required for a sequential execution (the classical estimation is around 90%!) [6] is consumed during the iterations. Thus the iteration loops become the main candidates for parallelization.
Hierarchically structured machines [3] currently represent the dominant configuration of hardware elements in computer systems. The feature of these systems is the Non-Uniform Memory Access time, which is why they are called NUMA machines. sNon-uniform access is reflected in relation to the major difference between the time required for a processor to access data in the local memory associated to it and the time required to access data located at a distance (most probably through communication methods based on message exchange). The execution itself, of a parallel program on a particular system in the group, requires partitioning, distribution (also called mapping) and planning of data and calculations at the level of the nodes in a network of processors. The creation of an application that would accomplish this optimally, in an automatic way, and independently from the particularities of the computer system is considered to be an NP-complete problem [9] [2]. In the absence of an automatic support which can accomplish this task, the optimal partitioning of calculations and data remains, in many cases, the responsibility of the developer, who manually performs it at the level of the program source code, using a specialized description language (as in the case of the Occam language, for example [8] ). In order to emphasize the utility of equivalent transformations at the level of loops, let us consider a distributed system (network of processors with local memory) where the following program sequence is executed: where A is an m  n matrix, B is an n-vector and n  m. For the example above, let us assume that we make a mapping of the calculations, so that each instance of the outer loop is executed at the level of one processor (thus we must have at least m available processors); in this case, each processor will sequentially execute the corresponding iterations of j from the previous loop. Thus, the k processor will execute all the iterations with i = k. Regarding the data mapping, let us assume that we are making a distribution in order for processor k to store the k line of the matrix in its local memory (the notation of the line is
A[k, * ]) and the element B[j] is stored in the processor's memory (j mod (m+1)).
In such a situation (figure 2) the k processor will execute n-k+1 iterations, but at least (nn/(m+1) ) elements of vector B must be brought from the processors where they have been distributed. In addition to this, each k processor must bring line A[k-1, * ] from the (k-1) processor.
Fig. 2. An example of allocation
The thin lines correspond to moving the elements of vector B and the thick dotted ones, correspond to movements of elements of A. Let us now take an example that is semantically equivalent to the sequence above, in which we assume that n processors are available: 
Assuming that processor k executes all the iterations with j = k and stores element B[k]
and column A[ * ,k] in its local memory, then processor k will execute min(k,m)+1 iterations. Element B[k] is never changed, and can be stored even at the level of an available register. However, the most important change is the presence of all elements of A accessed by the processor at the level of its local memory (see figure 3) . The two analyzed mappings use m and n processors, respectively.
Since n  m, the second mapping achieves a greater degree of parallelism as compared to the first case, but the greatest benefit is that all the data required for the calculations are locally stored and thus it is not necessary to perform any data transfer operation. This makes operations be independent, allowing them to execute simultaneously. As opposed to this, the first version involves the necessity of many data exchanges among the processors, which considerably increase the execution time. The second mapping also displays a better static localization, even perfect in this case. The elements of vector B can be stored in the cache memory or in an available register, to be used in each iteration, thus also obtaining a better dynamic localization.
In the first version, the access requests for the value of the same B[k] came from more processors. In both cases analyzed above, processors do not perform the same number of iterations, which leads to a variation of the computational load, at processors level. If the variation of this load is too big, there is a negative effect on the performance of the computer system. Considering the two cases discussed, the second mapping has a smaller variation, thus displaying a greater degree of balanced processor load (IEP).
Fig. 3. An optimal allocation
These two examples show us that different structures of nested loops, semantically equivalent, can represent very different execution times, depending on the degrees of parallelism, localization and IEP displayed. The transformation of a nested loop structure (SCI) in a semantically equivalent SCI, displaying possibilities of parallel execution is the main purpose of a restructuring translator and at the same time it is one of the main analysis and research objectives in groups of firms. The theoretical basis of the transformation methodology of the SCI, is the data dependency mathematical concept. Data dependencies are a measure of parallelism that can be highlighted in the source code. Therefore, their accurate determination is of paramount importance for effective parallelization. Unfortunately, analysis of data dependencies is in the general case determining undecidable problem. For example, in the code sequence: (in) dependence of the two references to elements of array A depends on the value of n which is not unknown at compiling time. That means that in the management of the mother -firm, for each subsidiary we can consider the dependence between all i-n companies (see figure 4) .
Mother -firm We must solve the equation given of the condition of equality of the corresponding index expressions. The problem of data dependences in this case would mean neither more nor less than the problem of demonstrating Fermat's great theorem (the existence of three positive integers a, b, c> 0 which satisfy the equation, a n = b n + c n , nN ) theorem which until now was neither demonstrated nor contradicted (although was verified the absence of such numbers verified to very high values, the problem is that we don't have another methodology for proving such theorems than just checking!). Also, the classical un-decidable problem of stopping a program (halting problem) can be formulated in such a framework of determining dependencies in a program. For these reasons, the approach of the analysis of data dependencies is doing only in a relatively small area, namely the affine index expressions (ie those of the form ax + b, expressions linear plus a constant) which occur in the majority of situations in practice. The problem formulated in such a framework is decidable, but obtaining accurate solutions can be a very costly process. Therefore, if you cannot find the exact solution or finding it too expensive, it is assumed conservatively dependence. On the other hand, the restricting of the analysis of affine equations, followed automatically by data dependencies conservative assumption in all other cases, we can lose a large amount of potential parallelism. For example, in sequence:
is not known value of n, we do not only make affine index expressions (ie data analysis will conservatively assumed dependence), but it is obvious that the equation i 2 = 3 has no solution in the set of integers and hence the dependence between these two references for array there. The emergence of expressions un-affine therefore means loss of information, but not always necessarily forced to assume dependence. For example, if other dimensions of the array elements involved are affine, we can use these to demonstrate (in) dependence: The first dimension contains un-affine term, but the terms of the second dimensions are both affine. Data Dependency would require the simultaneous satisfaction of the equations representing the identity of reference in the two dimensions. Analyzing only what the second dimension but it appears immediately that equation 2i = 2i +1 has no solutions, so we do not have data dependencies. As architectures become more complex, significantly increasing the number of directions of optimization and decision Before attempting to generate an optimal sequence of loop transformations, it is natural to ask whether in the general case, a program always supports optimal planning scheme execution.
Conclusions
In mathematics, computer science or management, mathematical optimization (alternatively, optimization or mathematical programming) is the selection of a best element (with regard to some criteria) from some set of available alternatives. In the simplest case, an optimization problem consists of maximizing or minimizing a real function by systematically choosing input values from within an allowed set and computing the value of the function. The generalization of optimization theory and techniques to other formulations comprises a large area of applied mathematics. More generally, optimization includes finding "best available" values of some objective function given a defined domain, including a variety of different types of objective functions and different types of domains. As machines become more complex, the number of optimization directions increases significantly, and the decision making process related to the transformations to be applied becomes very complicated. The problem of choosing an optimal sequence of transformations that would lead to the most efficient parallel version remains an open one. Regarding this aspect, the current compilers only manage to embed a certain set of heuristic decisions in the activity of the groups of firms. This paper has attempted to connect the management group of companies and parallelization algorithms and proposes a parallelization of their activity.
